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Abstract: A global human–robot interface that meets the needs of Technical Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Specialists (TEDAX) for the manipulation of a robotic arm is of utmost importance to make
the task of handling explosives safer, more intuitive and also provide high usability and efficiency.
This paper aims to evaluate the performance of a multimodal system for a robotic arm that is based
on Natural User Interface (NUI) and Graphical User Interface (GUI). The mentioned interfaces
are compared to determine the best configuration for the control of the robotic arm in Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) applications and to improve the user experience of TEDAX agents. Tests
were conducted with the support of police agents Explosive Ordnance Disposal Unit-Arequipa
(UDEX-AQP), who evaluated the developed interfaces to find a more intuitive system that generates
the least stress load to the operator, resulting that our proposed multimodal interface presents better
results compared to traditional interfaces. The evaluation of the laboratory experiences was based on
measuring the workload and usability of each interface evaluated.

Keywords: human–robot interaction; multimodal interface; natural user interface; workload
measurement; usability measurement; explosive ordnance disposal

1. Introduction

Worldwide, EOD (Explosive Ordnance Disposal) robots are used to support agents
who deactivate explosives. The studies carried out on the interventions of the UDEX—
AQP, in the period 2013 to 2020, show that an EOD robot would have had an efficient
participation of 91% of the cases in deactivation of explosives. Likewise, 47% of the most
recurrent explosive devices were grenades and dynamites [1]. Due to the complexity of
the operation, the life of the TEDAX agents is constantly at risk in the actual procedures
of explosive ordnance disposal. Therefore, an intuitive and user-friendly interface for
handling an EOD robot with higher efficiency and performance is important to provide the
most information to the TEDAX agent, that is a control interface with higher performance
is relevant for these operation applications.

Humans interact mainly with the world through their five senses: sight, hearing,
touch, smell and taste. The mode of communication with the robot is through an interface
that allows interaction between the user and the equipment to be controlled, and interfaces
are an important part of human–robot interaction (HRI). The field of HRI addresses the
design, understanding, and evaluation of robotic systems, which involve humans and
robots interacting through communication [2]. The HRI is designed to provide a complete
environment for robotic interventions, including preparation, training, operation, and
post-data analysis. The main function of the HRI is to guarantee the user to have a good re-
ciprocal relationship between the person and the robot, to maintain a good communication,
through the interfaces, which is the main way for the user to interact with the robot [3]. It
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should also include advanced features to increase safety, intervention and tele-presence of
the operator [4]. To realize and evaluate robot manipulation interfaces, it is not sufficient to
simply focus on providing detailed and comprehensive control capability; ease of use must
always be an integral priority. Interfaces must be able to support the needs of users and
help them complete the desired aim [5]. An interface that enables effective human–robot
interaction is multimodal interfaces, as it allows the user to interact with the environment
in a natural way; since it usually includes interfaces based on voice, motion, and gestures
of the human person [6].

Currently, interfaces must work with more than one system for best results, these types
of interfaces are known as multimodal interfaces. Multimodal interfaces describe interactive
systems that take advantage of natural human abilities to communicate through gestures,
touch, facial expression, and other modalities, using classification and pattern recognition
methods more sophisticated than human–computer interaction. The goal of the multimodal
interfaces research area is to develop technologies, interaction methods and interfaces to
make full use of human capabilities for good immersion [7]. For the design of multimodal
interfaces, several options of existing modalities, channels, and devices are presented
for multimodal interaction applied to many of the well-known interfaces [8]. Remote
communication technologies such as WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) are applicable for
environmental monitoring, health, and citizen security [9], and these types of technologies
can be associated for the design of a multimodal interface with higher performance in
situations where sta-remote control functions to manipulate some equipment wirelessly.

According to [10], for the design of multimodal systems, the following must be
considered: the use of the multimodal interface is for a wide range of users, determine
the configuration of the interface (for a destination or purpose), maximize the mental
and physical capacity immersed in the operation; and provide good error prevention and
handling. The main advantages of using multimodal systems can be found in other aspects,
such as the reduction of errors, the increase in flexibility or the increase in user satisfaction.

A gesture-based interface presents a potential alternative for the design of a mul-
timodal interface, as it is the most primary and expressive form of human communica-
tion [11]. There are several ways to design a multimodal interface starting from simple
interfaces, for example in [12], several NUI interfaces (Natural User Interface) and GUI
interfaces (Graphical User Interface) are studied and implemented for the intuitive and
natural control of drones, the developed NUI interfaces are: Visual, Hand gesture and Voice,
in addition, there is a control station that essentially includes the NUI interface. In [13],
the intermodal interface of vision, audio and haptic sensors for rescue and security EOD
robots is developed. In [4], the presented HRI is a novel research contribution in terms of
multimodality, adaptability and modularity for robotic teams of mobile manipulators in ra-
dioactive environments, an interface designed in a modular way is proposed, to guarantee
its adaptability to new robots and tasks, and multimodal, to provide high usability and
efficiency even in multi-agent scenarios.

There are several intuitive interfaces such as the NUI interface, which makes it pos-
sible to imitate the way in which a person expresses him/herself, through body gestures,
providing the possibility that human–robot interaction is by direct command and inter-
action through gestures as mirror imitation [14]. Recently Leap Motion sensor has been
widely used in natural gesture recognition applications [15–17], this sensor can accurately
recognize hand gestures, especially thumb movement, so it can be used as an intuitive
interface to manipulate a robotic arm by being able to replicate the movement of the hand,
for this reason this sensor can be considered as a NUI interface. In [18], the use of an
interface based on control by gestures together with an interface by buttons is evaluated,
where they provide good results from the point of view of temporary demand load and
total workload, then the use of NUI interface for robotic arms in EOD applications. In [19],
the presence of noise in the Leap Motion sensor is highlighted, which translates into errors
in a hand position tracking application that increases over time. In order to overcome this
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deficiency, the use of the Kalman filter is proposed to minimize the noise of this sensor and
guarantee a good precision.

In [20], a stereo vision system used in Robot Soccer systems is described in a general
way. First, the positioning of the cameras, cameras in parallel configuration, which are
used in a robotic soccer system for both FIRA (Federation of International Robot-soccer)
and RoboCup, is listed, the image processing algorithms are explained and the refer-
ence related to its advantages and disadvantages, some of them being Kalman Filter,
CAMSHIFT(Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift) and Optical Flow. For the particular case
of stereo vision, the distance is estimated with the stereo calibration of the cameras, the
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the cameras are obtained and the distance of the
objects captured in both cameras is calculated. In [21], a system that controls a robotic
arm to grab an object through stereo vision in parallel configuration and fixed camera is
developed. In addition, object tracking is achieved thanks to distance estimation through
the Triangulation method. The system is checked with some operations described in the
document. In [22], it also incorporates the Triangulation method, through a stereo vision
system, which grabs an object by means of a robotic arm, which uses the CAMSHIFT and
ANFIS algorithms that provide better tracking.

In the present work, multimodal interfaces are analyzed to be applicable in EOD robots.
The main interface analyzed is composed of the NUI interface based on the Leap Motion
gesture recognition sensor and a visual interface based on computer vision to automatically
move the robotic arm towards a target. An integration and comparison of GUI, NUI and
visual interfaces is developed to determine the best way to manipulate robotic arms in
EOD applications in relation to performance, ease and use. In Section 2, we detail the
composition of the different interfaces developed such as the Visual Interface, NUI and
GUI. Section 4 defines the experimentation, defining the multimodal configurations as the
testing protocol and the evaluation methodology applied. The interfaces are compared in
three different configurations and are evaluated from the point of view of usability and
user experience using the SUS (System usability scale) [23] and NASA-TLX (NASA task
load index) [24,25] evaluation methods, in order to establish the possibility and form of
use for EOD operations. In Section 5, the results of the evaluation tests applied and the
interpretation and analysis of the results are presented. In Section 5, conclusions and future
work that our research can approach are presented.

2. Composition of the Interface System

Each interface to be analyzed (see Figure 1) was developed in previous works [18,26].
These interfaces are as follows:

• Visual interface: It consists of 2 stereo cameras and their graphical interface for the
selection of a target through the control station display [26]. By means of this interface,
the automatic approach of the final actuator of the robotic arm to the selected target is
performed, thus providing a better way to control the robotic arm.

• NUI Interface: The interface is conformed by the Leap Motion sensor that allows
recognizing the palm of the hand. It has an algorithm that is composed of the sensor
SDK with the Kalman filter that will help to decrease the hand tracking error and
optimizing the control of the robotic arm [18]. This allows manipulating the robotic
arm by replicating the movements made by the person with his hand towards the
robotic arm.

• GUI interface: This interface is based on control buttons that achieve the movement of
the robotic arm for each degree of freedom (DOF) providing the control of the robotic
arm towards a desired position of the end efector.
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INTERFACE SYSTEM

Visual Interface
(Stereo cameras)

DirectNUI interface
(Leap Motion)

GUI interface
(Buttons)

Figure 1. Proposed interfaces for human–robot interaction.

2.1. Proposed Multimodal System

In this section, the proposed multimodal system is shown, and the algorithms used
and the hardware components necessary for its development are detailed.

2.1.1. Natural User Interface (NUI)

The NUI interface is based on the Leap Motion sensor, which is a sensor that recognizes
hand gestures through monochrome cameras and infrared sensors. In the development of
the interface, a Kalman filter was used in order to reduce the inherent noise of the sensor
and the tracking errors to more accurately estimate the position of the human hand. The
development of the NUI interface algorithm is presented below. To consider the same
reference system, a world coordinate system is used. The implementation of the coordinate
register is detailed below. The world coordinates XWYW ZW located at the base of the robot
Dobot Magician (Figure 2), where XLYLZL and XHYHZH represent Leap Motion sensor
and hand coordinate systems, respectively.

XL
ZL

OL

OH

YW

XW
ZW

OW

YH

XH
ZH

YL

Workspace OH

Figure 2. Hand tracking coordinate system.

The Leap Motion sensor can build a virtual human skeleton model where the center of
the palm is defined as center XHYHZH , shown in detail in (Figure 2). Through the reference
change, a position of XHYHZH is converted into coordinate XLYLZL through:

[PL
X , PL

Y , PL
Z ]
′
= TH2L[PH

X , PH
Y , PH

Z ]
′

(1)

where [PH
X , PH

Y , PH
Z ]
′
represents the position of any point of the hand in the system XHYHZH ;

TH2L represents the homogeneous transformation matrix from XHYHZH to XLYLZL. Then,
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[PL
X, PL

Y , PL
Z ]
′

in the system XLYLZL can be transferred to the following position in the
world coordinate:

[PW
X , PW

Y , PW
Z ]
′
= TL2W [PL

X , PL
Y , PL

Z ]
′

(2)

Based on the reference shift Equations (1) and (2), the position of [PH
X , PH

Y , PH
Z ]
′

can be
transformed into the world frame coordinate system as a homogeneous matrix:

P = [PW
X , PW

Y , PW
Z ]
′
= TL2W ∗ TH2L[PH

X , PH
Y , PH

Z ]
′

(3)

=

[
TH2W LH2W

0 1

]
∗ [PW

X , PW
Y , PW

Z ]T (4)

where TH2W is the transformation matrix from the hand coordinate system to the world,
consisting of a rotation matrix MH2W and a translation matrix LH2W . The rotation matrix
MH2W is represented by:

MH2W,k =

mXx ,k mYx ,k mZx ,k
mXy ,k mYy ,k mZy ,k
mXz ,k mYz ,k mZz ,k

 (5)

where mijk = cos(θij); θij(i, j ε (x, y, z)) means the angle between the i-axis at the hand
coordinate and the j-axis at the world coordinate. In the world coordinate system, pk+1
denotes the position of the hand at time tk+1, and this is calculated as:

pk+1 = pk + vkt +
1
2

akt2 (6)

where pk, vk, and ak are the position, velocity and acceleration, respectively, at time tk. The
components of acceleration of the hand in each axis of the world coordinate system can be
calculated as follows:

ak =

ak,x
ak,y
ak,z

 =

 mXx ,k ∗ Ax,k + mYx ,k ∗ Ay,k + mZx ,k ∗ Az,k
mXy ,k ∗ Ax,k + mYy ,k ∗ Ay,k + mZy ,k ∗ Az,k

mXz ,k ∗ Ax,k + mYz ,k ∗ Ay,k + mZz ,k ∗ Az,k − |gl |

 (7)

where ak,i; (i ε (x, y, z)) is the decomposition in the three axes of the acceleration of the
hand and gl represents the magnitude of the local gravity vector y (Ax,k, Ay,k, Az,k) is
the measurement component of the acceleration in each axis of the coordinate system of
the hand at time tk. The velocity component (Vk,x, Vk,y, Vk,z) on each axis of the world
coordinate system is described as:

Vk =

Vk,x
Vk,y
Vk,z

 =

Vk−1,x + ak−1,x ∗ t
Vk−1,y + ak−1,y ∗ t
Vk−1,z + ak−1,z ∗ t

 (8)

According to Equations (6)–(8), the estimation states of the position of the hand xk at
time tk are defined as:

xk = [Px,k, Vx,k, Ax,k, Py,k, Vy,k, Ay,k, Pz,k, Vz,k, Az,k]
T (9)

where Pi,k, Vi,k and Ai,k, represent the estimation of position, velocity and acceleration of
the hand in axis i (i = x, y or z). According to reference [27], the state space model can be
described by the following equations:{

xk = f (xk−1, uk−1) = ϕk ∗ Xk−1 + Γk + uk−1
yk = h(xk, wk) = Hk(xk) + Wk

}
(10)
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where xk and zk are the state vector and the measurement vector at time tk, respectively;
uk−1 and Wk represent the process noise and the observation noise, respectively, and are
the independent Gaussian white noise; ϕk, Hk and Γk are the state transition matrix, the
observation matrix and the input matrix of the system, respectively. According to (6)–(8),
the state transition matrix ϕk can be given as:

ϕk =



1 t mXx ,k−1 ∗ t2

2 0 0 myx ,k−1 ∗ t2

2 0 0 mzx ,k−1 ∗ t2

2
0 1 mXx ,k−1 ∗ t 0 0 myx ,k−1 ∗ t 0 0 mzx ,k−1 ∗ t
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 mXy ,k−1 ∗ t2

2 1 t myy ,k−1 ∗ t2

2 0 0 mzy ∗ t2

2

0 0 mXy ,k−1 ∗ t 0 1 myy ,k−1 ∗ t 0 0 mXx ,k−1 ∗ t2

2
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 mXz ,k−1 ∗ t2

2 0 t myz ,k−1 ∗ t2

2 1 t mzz ,k−1 ∗ t2

2
0 0 mXx ,k−1 ∗ t 0 0 myz ,k−1 ∗ t 0 1 mzz ,k−1 ∗ t2

2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


(11)

Acceleration measurements are affected by gravitational force because the gravity
vector can be predetermined. The Z axis of the world frame is parallel to the gravity vector,
so the input matrix of the system is written as:

2.1.2. Visual Interface

A user interface that provides visual support to the TEDAX agent was developed. The
purpose of this interface is to be able to select an object and make the final actuator of the
robotic arm approach the object selected in the visual interface. The cameras are located
under the base of the robot to have a wide range of vision over the environment, as can be
seen in (Figure 3a). The operation of the visual interface is as follows: first, a programmed
key is used to capture the image screen of the stereo cameras. Second, the object is selected
using the mouse pointer and finally the final actuator approaches the selected target. This
interface gives us the real time distance of the robotic arm to the target. It is detailed in
(Figure 3b), the first two upper boxes are the target selection and the two lower boxes are
the calculated distance. When the object is selected, the final actuator of the robotic arm
will move towards the object, in (Figure 3c) the movement of the robot is observed. This
visual interface allows us to automatically move the robot, ensuring that it is more intuitive
and easy to use for the user.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Camera configuration and use of the interface. (a) Front view of the robotic arm over stereo
cameras. (b) Graphic interface for target selection. (c) Side view of the final actuator approaching the
selected target.

For the development of the visual interface, computer vision and stereo vision analysis
algorithms were used to estimate the distance of the object and to track the selected object.
Once the distance of the robot to the object is determined, the inverse kinematics method
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is applied to move the end efector towards the object, these algorithms are presented
below. The stereovision-based distance estimation [26] is shown in (Figure 4), in which the
stereo camera is composed of two cameras in parallel configuration. Oc1 and Oc2 are the
optical centers of both cameras, T is the baseline (distance between the optical centers of
the cameras). f is the focal length of the lens. The point

−→
P represents the position of the

object in the 3D scene, and Z is the distance between
−→
P and the stereo cameras.

y1

y2

x2

x1

Yc1

Xc1

Yc2

Xc2

T

Z

Oc1

Oc2

풒ퟏ

풒ퟐ

푷

(xo1 , yo1)

(xo2 , y2)

f

f

Figure 4. Schematic of the two-chamber model.

To estimate the distance from the object to the base of the cameras, it is necessary to
calculate the disparity between frames, see (Figure 5).

X1 X2

LEFT FRAME RIGHT FRAME

Figure 5. Scheme of the disparity model.
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The calculation of the coordinates X, Y, are given by means of the equations deduced
in [26].

X = x
Z
fx

(12)

Y = y
Z
fy

(13)

While Z is calculated by [28]:

Z =
f T
d

(14)

where d is the disparity (difference of the coordinates in both images):

d = |x1 − x2| (15)

The CAMSHIFT algorithm can be used to track the object selected by the interface,
which allows us to calculate the size and the search window for the selected object. The
CAMSHIFT algorithm is based on the MeanShift algorithm, the disadvantage of MeanS-
shift is that its ROI (Region of Interest) is a fixed value. Therefore, when the target object
gets closer to the lens, the object in the image becomes larger and the effect of the fixed
ROI is small. However, when the target object is far from the lens, the object in the image
becomes smaller. The proportion of smaller objects in the ROI makes tracking unstable and
causes errors in judgment. The CAMSHIFT tracking algorithm has the ability to adjust the
seek box on every frame. It uses the position of the centroid and the zero-order moment of
the search window at the top frame to set the location and dimensions of the search window
for the next frame [29]. (Figure 6) shows the flow diagram of the CAMSHIFT algorithm.

START

END

Initialize Image
and select ROI

Calculate ROI
Color Histogram

Finished
images?

Generate
probability map

Finding the ROI
Center of Mass

Move the center
of the ROI to the
center of Mass

Does it
converge?Adjust ROI

Get new ROI

ROI output and
magnitude chart

Y

N

NY

Figure 6. Flowchart of the CAMSHIFT algorithm.
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The basic steps to perform the CAMSHIFT algorithm are described below [30,31]:

1. Load the video sectioned by frames, and initialize with the first one. Each frame of
the video is in RGB space, however, it must be converted from RGB space to HSV,
because RGB is more sensitive to lighting change [29,30]. Select the ROI and get data
related to the hue value at the target to make a color histogram with the formula:

q = {qu}, u = 1, 2, . . . m (16)

2. Create color histograms. The height of each column represents the number of pixels
in a frame region that have that hue. Hue is one of three values that describe the color
of a pixel in the HSV color model.

3. Decide if the sequences of frames are finished:

• YES: Terminate the CAMSHIFT algorithm.
• NO: Follow the monitoring process.

4. This is the first step in the CAMSHIFT loop. The probability map shows the probability
that each pixel has in each frame, the background is isolated. Calculate the probability,
to do so follow the equations:

probmap(r, c) = numbero f (huv(r, c))
probmap(r, c) = probmap(r,c)

max(probmap(r,c)) ∗ 255
(17)

where r is the vertical location of the frame and c is the horizontal location on the frame.
5. Since the target moves, the new centroid must be found, the moments of order zero

and one are calculated by:

M00 = ∑ ∑ probmap(r, c)

M10 = ∑ ∑ c ∗ probmap(r, c)

M01 = ∑ ∑ r ∗ probmap(r, c)

Xc =
M01
M00

Yc =
M10
M00

(18)

where Xc and Yc are the center point of the location of the new centroid.

6. Adjust the length of the search window by:

s =

√
M00

256
(19)

Move the center of the search window to the center of mass.

• Decide if this move converges (use the termination criterion):

– YES: Go to step 8.
– NO: Return to step 5.

• Define the new center of the ROI as the calculated center of mass (Xc,Yc).
• Obtain the new ROI table, the second order moments are calculated:

M11 = ∑ ∑ r ∗ c ∗ probmap(r, c)

M20 = ∑ ∑ c2 ∗ probmap(r, c)

M02 = ∑ ∑ r2 ∗ probmap(r, c)

(20)
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Update the direction and adaptive size of the target area, by:

L =

√
(a+c+

√
b2+(a−c)2)
2

W =

√
(a+c−

√
b2+(a−c)2)
2

θ = 0.5 ∗ arctan
(

b
a−c

)
(21)

where:
a = M20

M00
− X2

c

b = 2 ∗ M11
M00
− XcYc

c = M02
M00
−Y2

c

(22)

7. Enter the new ROI value to the next frame of the video.

The advantage of using CAMSHIFT is that the center of mass (cdm) of the object to be
tracked in both images serves as a matched feature for the calculation of the Z coordinate
of the 3D environment, this feature is always present even if the object is moved.

2.1.3. Kinematic Control of the Robotic Arm

The use of the common method for the study of the direct kinematic problem of a
robotic arm is based on the parameters of the Denavit–Hartenberg (D-H) algorithm [21].
The use of this method allowed us to establish the reference systems for each of the joints
of the robot.

The pertinent calculations were made for a robotic arm with five degrees of freedom
(5-DOF) from which it was possible to extract the necessary parameters such as the angles
of the joints, as well as the length of the links to calculate the respective matrices for the
movement of the robotic arm. The calculations can also be visualized in [32]. The results of
this method helped us for the automatic movement of the robotic arm through the use of a
stereo camera to estimate the distance to the object and apply kinematic control.

3. Experimental Setup and Evaluation Methodology
3.1. Multimodal Interface Architecture

According to the multimodal integration of interfaces such as visual, by buttons
and by recognition of gestures, then in (Figure 7) different configurations for the use of
these interfaces are detailed. The developed interfaces are intended to achieve the choice,
approximation and manipulation of an object. Through these interfaces, the operator
should be able to bring the robotic gripper closer to the selected object and achieve the
manipulation of the object from one point to another.
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Global graphical
user interface

Visual Interface
(Stereo cameras)

NUI interface
(Leap Motion)

GUI interface
(Buttons)

Interface selection /
configuration

Robot
driving

Figure 7. Different human–robot interaction channels.

Interface System

From the different channels of interaction through interfaces in (Figure 7), the con-
figurations shown in (Figure 8) are chosen, where it presents three configurations of the
interfaces, it is sought to analyze and obtain the best interface configuration for the control
system of the robotic arm. In each interface configuration, they are compared to find the
most intuitive and precise ones.

Robot
driving

Interface Selection

GUI interface
(Buttons)

NUI interface
(Leap motion)

GUI interface
(Buttons)

Visual interface
(Stereo Cameras)

NUI interface
(Leap Motion)

Configuration A Configuration B Configuration C

Figure 8. Evaluation interface configurations.
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• Configuration A: It is a multimodal interface that is made up of the button interface
for robot movement and the NUI interface for object manipulation.

• Configuration B: It is a multimodal interface that is made up of the visual interface
for robot movement and the NUI interface for object manipulation.

• Configuration C: It only consists of the button interface for robot movement and
object manipulation.

In this way, three configurations of developed interfaces are taken in order to analyze
the advantages and disadvantages of the mentioned configurations.

3.2. Human-Robot Workspace

The evaluation and experimental study of this work was carried out in a laboratory
environment. A laboratory scenario has a great adaptability for the identification of
errors and human-robot solutions, developing new methodologies, algorithm applications,
evaluation of workstations and control between humans and robots [33].

(Figure 9) shows the experimental study workspace, it is divided into 2 workspaces.
For this test scenario, the user can only look at the screens, they can’t turn back and
look at the robotic arm directly. This experimental environment is for the interfaces and
users to adapt when they are in a real application, that is, they operate the EOD robot in a
teleoperated way, without line of sight to the robot for the reason that there are 2 workspaces.
Work area 1 is the human workspace, which has the control station consisting of Leap
Motion and two visual screens, one of them designated for the control of the robotic arm,
that is, this screen shows the interfaces to use (configuration A, B and C). The other screen
is for monitoring, it provides a visual feedback of the robot movement, and it shows the
vision space of the camera assistance (see Figure 9), which provides the complete view of
the robot space. Work area 2 is the robot’s working space, where the robotic arm performs
the movements to pick up the objects and move them.

Figure 9. Human–robot workspace. Workspace 1 is the area where the user operates the robotic
arm without line of sight to the robot. Workspace 2 is the area where object manipulation tasks
are performed.

3.3. Test Protocol

The experiment was performed with the participation of 11 UDEX-AQP agents of
different ages (from 24 to 52 years old, 10 men and 1 woman). To carry out the experiment
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execution process, we proceeded to use each of the 3 evaluation interface configurations,
configuration A, B, and C (See Figure 8). Configuration B makes use of the cameras, through
which it aims to perform the positioning automatic movement of the robotic arm at the
location of the selected object. After having used the automatic visual interface, the NUI
interface is used, based on the recognition of hand gestures, in order to guarantee that the
object to be manipulated is easily grasped. The experimentation of the 3 configurations is
carried out through these two tasks:

• Robot movement: To test our global interface, we will start with the movement of the
robotic arm to the selected position.

• Pick and place of objects: It consists of picking up 8 objects from a cubic structure
and depositing them in a container.

The tests with each interface configuration are carried out to scale considering the
proportion relationship between the laboratory robotic arm and a real explosive device.
Time, user experience, errors and successes, and usability will be taken into account for each
test, using the NASA-TLX method. This helps to measure the mental, physical, temporal
demands, effort, performance and frustration that users present in the tests; also with the
SUS questionnaire, which is a usability measurement method, in order to obtain the best
interface configuration.

Evaluation Methodology

The participants were offered brief information with the general description of the
study and manipulation of the robotic arm: the movements of the robot’s arm and gripper
were described, as well as the tasks to be performed.

Before starting the task, the participants were given a description of the user interfaces
and commands. To ensure understanding of the interfaces, each participant was instructed for
5 min on the operation of each interface and their handling, ending with a manipulation test
assisted by the assistant-participant, in which they manipulated the robotic arm in various
positions, for example, movement of each degree of freedom, arm extended, bent, etc.

After completing this training, scale explosives handling tests were carried out. Each
of the tests carried out with each interface had a time limit of 5 min to complete the task.
After performing the manipulation tasks with an interface, they were given a NASA-TLX
sheet and the SUS questionnaire. At the end of the evaluation tests, each participant was
interviewed to confirm that the answers to the evaluations are correct. This procedure is in
accordance with the block diagram of (Figure 10) to evaluate the user experience.

Configuration A

Configuration B

MULTIMODAL INTERFACE

Explanation of
each interface

HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION

Training phase
with interface

Performance of
operational tests

User experience
evaluation (NASA

TLX, SUS)

Results interview
Final results
(workload,
usability)

Configuration C

Figure 10. Block diagram of the analysis and evaluation methodology.

In the tests carried out, assistance cameras were used to provide a visual image of
the test scenario; for the computer vision algorithms, a low luminosity was considered to
perform a correct detection of the object. (Figure 11) shows the test scenario and the control
station for each of the proposed interface configurations.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. Tests performed in a laboratory environment. (a) Tests with the NUI interface and buttons,
configuration A. (b) Tests with the multimodal interface, configuration B. (c) Tests with the button
interface, configuration C.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Evaluation Results

According to the proposed methodology, the results of the tests carried out with
the SUS and NASA-TLX methods are shown in (Figures 12 and 13), respectively, where
the respective scores of the three interface configurations that were evaluated are shown:
interface by buttons and NUI. (configuration A), visual interface and NUI (configuration B)
and interface by buttons (configuration C). Each participant through the metrics shows
the degree of usability and workload of each interface when the experiments were car-
ried out. The blue bars are for configuration A, yellow for configuration B, and red for
configuration C.

Table 1 shows a consolidation of the results of both methods for the three config-
urations with statistical parameters such as the mean, the standard deviation, and the
standard error. It can be seen that the average SUS score when applied in configuration A is
(XSA = 79.09), this configuration is considered a good interface, that is, it is an easy-to-use
interface. The average of the SUS evaluation for configuration B is (XSB = 75.45) according
to the SUS methodology, this interface is categorized as a good interface in terms of usability,
close to an excellent interface in use, the average score of the SUS for the configuration C is
(XSC = 43.63). The SUS qualification this interface is bad, the interface is complicated or
confusing when using it.

Table 1. Experimental results of the NASA Task Load Index (NASA –TLX) and System usability scale
(SUS) test.

NASA-TLX SUS

Total Workload Configuration
A

Configuration
B

Configuration
C

Configuration
A

Configuration
B

Configuration
C

Average 58.91 40.87 69.27 79.09 75.45 43.63
Standard
deviation 11.35 10.54 8.33 9.5 4.72 7.69

Standard error 4.63 3.18 3.40 3.88 2.11 3.44

In (Figure 13), the average workload is presented for each category evaluated, six cate-
gories are evaluated (mental demand, physical demand, temporary demand, performance,
effort, and the degree of frustration) to evaluate the total workload in each of the proposed
configurations.

In general, configuration B had a lower workload for each category evaluated, the most
differentiated results are in the category of frustration, performance, mental and temporal
demand. It is observed in Table 1 that the mean total workload of all the participants
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when using configuration C (XWC = 69.27), also the mean total workload when using
configuration A (XWA = 58.91) and the configuration B (XWB = 40.87). According to the
results, the interface with the lowest workload in general is configuration B because it
demands less mental effort and a higher degree of efficiency in its use.

U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11

Participants

0

10
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30

40
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60

70

80

90

100
S

ca
le

Results System Usability Scale(SUS)

Configuration A
Configuration B
Configuration C

Figure 12. Results of the tests carried out using the System Usability Scale, for each of the participants
who carried out the experiments. The color background of this graph shows three different scoring
areas: light blue for poor usability (SUS score < 50), light yellow for good usability (SUS score between
50 and 85), and light green for excellent usability (SUS score > 85).
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Figure 13. Results of the tests carried out using the NASA–TLX test.

The results of workload and usability are shown in Table 1, obtained from the par-
ticipants. According to Table 1, configuration A presents good usability results, but the
workload is moderately high. Configuration B is a fairly easy interface for robotic arm
handling applications in EOD applications and has a low workload. Configuration C is very
complicated to use as it has a high workload compared to the other interface configurations,
which represents a degree of effort to perform the task when using this interface.

Table 2 presents the results when the participants were successful in moving the
eight scaled explosive objects from the surface to the deposit using the three interaction
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configurations to perform the task. The number of pick and place errors of objects for each
of the participants is detailed, the results for the case of success in moving the objects, is
presented by configuration A with an average (XGA = 2.64). For the case of configuration C
the average number of success cases is (XGC = 1). Configuration B the average number of
correct or successful cases is (XGB = 4.27), in terms of success, configuration B is superior
to configurations A and C, as it allows the user to manipulate the arm easily and quickly.

The unsuccessful attempts are due to the fact that the users did not hold the object well
with the gripper of the robotic arm, therefore the objects fell down during the attempt or the
object could not be moved over the target location. Configurations A, B and C have as mean
(XFA = 4.09), (XFB = 2.64) and (XFC = 2.73), respectively, where configuration B had fewer
failed attempts. In the case of attempts that were not completed, they are the objects that
did not move from the cylindrical surface, due to the time limitation of 5 min. The results
for configuration B are encouraging because it presents an efficient way in the manipulation
of the robotic arm in terms of successful, unsuccessful and unsuccessful attempts.

Table 2. Experimental results on successful, unsuccessful and unsuccessful attempts or not achieved.

Configuration A Configuration B Configuration C

Users Successful Unsuccessful Not
Achieved Successful Unsuccessful Not

Achieved Successful Unsuccessful Not
Achieved

U1 4 2 2 4 2 4 1 1 6
U2 4 3 1 5 3 5 1 1 6
U3 0 8 0 6 1 6 1 2 5
U4 2 4 2 6 1 6 1 2 5
U5 2 4 2 4 3 1 2 2 4
U6 3 4 1 5 3 0 0 1 7
U7 5 3 0 3 4 1 2 2 4
U8 1 3 4 3 5 0 0 1 7
U9 2 4 2 4 4 0 1 2 5
U10 3 4 1 3 3 2 1 3 4
U11 2 5 1 4 0 4 1 3 4

Average 2.64 4.09 1.27 4.27 2.64 1.09 1 2.73 4.27

4.2. Discussion

In general, the multimodal interfaces proposed in this work are a good way to be
able to manipulate robotic arms for EOD applications. According to the evaluation by
the SUS method, configuration A has better results than configuration B numerically, but
both interfaces managed to achieve the same category of usability, that is, in the category
of good interface. Additionally, the results in terms of usability of both interfaces are
close to achieving an excellent usability interface, that is, it would be very easy to use and
understand its operation.

The NASA-TLX method presents excellent results, because almost all the evaluation
categories present low workload for configuration B (visual interface and NUI) even better
than configuration A, this is due to the fact that the users present a better understanding
in configuration B and that each task that was proposed can be performed faster. These
data obtained are related to the number of successes and failures in the evaluation tests,
because configuration B can automatically detect the object. The user found it easier to
manipulate a greater number of objects and to be able to get the activity right, in addition
to using the NUI interface that allows the user to interact with the robot in a natural way
through hand gestures.

In general, through user experiences, multimodal interfaces allow us to improve
the user experience by measuring the workload and usability of the interface. Efficient
manipulation of EOD robotic arms could be achieved through a multimodal interface,
which ensured good performance of the UDEX-AQP agents.

5. Conclusions

In this work, several interfaces to manipulate robotic arms were analyzed in order to
be able to evaluate the one that is most suitable for the use of TEDAX agents, determining
that the multimodal interfaces, evaluated in this work, are easy and intuitive to use.
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It is considered that configuration B constituted by a visual interface and NUI has
good results because the movements of the robotic arm have a natural relationship to the
movements of the person’s arm, in addition to integrating similar work spaces for the
operator and the robot. The results show that these novel applications of established HCI
design principles can improve ease of use and workload in order to improve the efficiency
of robotic arm control interfaces.

The results show that the average of the categories of the NASA-TLX method, in terms
of percentage of the frustration category, is 15%, for configuration B being lower compared
to configuration A and configuration C, due to the fact that the participants experienced
several errors in performing the task since they had a time limit to complete the task, so
they felt a degree of frustration at not being able to complete the activity according to what
was established in the test methodology. In relation to performance and time demand when
using each interface, a great improvement is shown when using configuration B because
its use is more intuitive when using this interface since it composes a manipulation of the
robotic arm that resembles the movement of the person and an automatic movement of the
robotic arm, so it was easier to operate the robotic arm.

On average total workload, configuration C has 69.27%, configuration A has 58.91%,
and configuration B has 40.87%. With these results we can recommend to the TEDAX
agents the use of interface configuration B in their operations, because it is less laborious
to use this interface and also that they showed good appraisals of this configuration after
carrying out the proposed tests. In relation to the degree of usability of each interface are
evaluated, the multi-modal interfaces, configuration A and configuration B, present a high
degree of ease of use with respect to configuration C, where it shows a low rate of interface
management, because users did not find it intuitive to use multiple command buttons to
move the robotic arm. In addition, they found it more difficult to use it with cameras that
viewed the work area, which increased the difficulty of being able to perform the task, for
all interface configurations.

Due to the laboratory results found, in a following work, configuration B, as a multi-
modal interface, will be implemented in an EOD robot for real operating environments.
The implementation of these multimodal interfaces allows us to improve the degree of
usability and to decrease the workload so that the user will find it easy and intuitive to
manipulate the robot.
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